
FUNDATIONS 2 UNIT 2 BONUS LETTERS & GLUED SOUNDS 

REVIEW TRICK WORDS 

Level 1 

from do does here 

 

CURRENT UNIT TRICK WORDS 

Week 1 

shall full pull 

 

Week 2 

both talk walk 

 

Review Words 

shop path chug quiz whack 

yet yuck Ken cob shock 

kilt pinch belch gulf throb 

inch quilt print strap frost 

flex mix zilch quint limp 

crisp skip scrod brisk desk 

lock cast zip vest shred 

 

Current Unit Words 

Week 1 

off chess spill cross thrill 

muff toss bill whiff mess 

tell puff class kill cuff 

kiss swell staff press dill 

stuff bless skill drill dress 

still ill bluff quill buff 

boss stress less fluff cliff 

sniff spell grass smell mass 

pass call ball hall fall 

wall tall    

 

 

 



Week 2 

champ stand stamp cramp slam 

ant lamp brand and van 

cram plan bang clang sang 

rang slang tang blank yank 

thank crank drank prank string 

spring wing sting swing king 

stink drink wink mink kink 

pink strong prong long song 

flung strung hung rung lung 

sung chunk dunk punk bunk 

flunk hunk stall ping pong 

 

Current Nonsense Words 

munk shing ink ung thress 

druff shrall flamp ploss  

 

Sentences 

Week 1 

The box is full. 

Jess got her stuff off the bed. 

Pull off the lid. 

Shall I come with you? 

Deb had a rip in her dress. 

The class had a big test in math. 

Bill will win at chess. 

Jeff felt the chill of the wind. 

Will still felt ill 

The vet got the quill off the dog. 

The kid fell off the bed. 

Dad has the skill to fix the lock. 

Did Dad yell at Tom? 

I will huff and puff up that big hill. 

The dog will cross the path. 



I had a glass of milk. 

Their mom can tell when they fib. 

You must brush and floss. 

Week 2 

Both men sang the song. 

Can you pull your sled up the hill? 

Both bags are full of stuff. 

Did you talk to him yet? 

Chad felt a sting on his neck. 

The tank is full. 

The tot is on the swing. 

Are they both ill? 

Do you think that you will flunk the quiz? 

Jeff can dunk the ball in the net. 

Dad will get a stamp and send this. 

The small child can not walk yet. 

Ted is the best in the band. 

Are you in that fan club? 

The class sang a long song. 

Talk to your boss. 

Hang that stuff up! 

Jess got the pink dress at the mall. 

I did not get a drink with my lunch. 

I went for a long run with my dog. 

Toss the chunk of mud on the grass. 

The bug stung my leg. 

The last bell rang and we left the class. 

We can hang it up with a string. 

Did the van stall on the hill? 


